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Dear Field Staff colleagues,
Where has the season gone? It’s hard to
believe it is already the end of February
and soon the remarkable 2018-19 season
will be over.
It has been a pleasure seeing your beautiful
images pop up on Instagram over the last
five months. We’re so lucky to have social
media platforms to share the incredible
work we do and spread the safe and
environmentally responsible mission we live
by. This isn’t without its challenges, of
course. No one can deny what we do for
work is unusual, and capturing the
remarkable environment and wildlife of
Antarctica can be tricky when trying to
convey the unique context in an Instagram
caption or the 280 characters Twitter allows.
One particular challenge this year has been the friendliness of elephant seal weaners. We all
know the proximity rules when it comes to Antarctic wildlife, but these fascinating creatures
don’t tend to follow them, leading to images and footage of them getting up close and
personal with rule-abiding staff and guests. It’s difficult to guard against this, we know. They are,
after all, a law unto themselves, however IAATO has been approached by several Treaty Parties
and the South Georgia Government with concerns about IAATO Operator interactions with the
pups; specifically, how these interactions could be/are being interpreted on social media.

“No one can deny what we do for
work is unusual, and capturing the
remarkable environment and wildlife
of Antarctica can be tricky when
trying to convey the unique context
in an Instagram caption or the 280
characters Twitter allows.”

As you know, while IAATO Operators do
not encourage interactions with weaners,
and work hard to ensure recommended
distances and appropriate interactions with
wildlife are adhered to, the acceptance of a
close encounter currently comes if the
animal is in charge of the interaction.

Social media makes it very easy for videos
or pictures to be misconstrued, and can call
into question how responsibly IAATO Operators are acting, so, keeping with IAATO’s long track
record of being proactive, these concerns have been raised with the Field Operations
Committee (FOC), which is currently discussing proposed actions to be presented at IAATO
2019 in May.
Your employers will no-doubt keep you updated on what comes of these discussions,
and we’ll include an update here as and when we have one.
Until then, have an incredible rest of the season.
Amanda
Amanda Lynnes
Head of Communications and Environment
International Association of Antarctica Tour Operators

IAATO Code of Conduct
It is the mid-season switch of staff and crew onboard the vessels. Please ensure that you
read the IAATO Code of Conduct; an essential document describing the core elements of
how we all cooperate as IAATO.

IAATO/AECO Polar Field Staff
Conference Returns
IAATO and the Association of Arctic Expedition Cruise Operators (AECO) will deliver their third
joint Polar Field Staff Conference in Sturbridge, Massachusetts, USA from September 22 to
September 25.

The conference gathers guides, expedition leaders and operations managers working for both
polar tourism trade associations to support their shared mission of advocating and promoting
safe and environmentally responsible polar travel.
Responsible Field Leadership is the theme of this year’s gathering; focusing on embodying
both company and IAATO ethos while in the field and upholding the reputation of operators as
responsible tourism providers.
Delegates can expect industry updates, a look at the ‘tourist of tomorrow’ with particular focus
on guest expectations and cultural sensitivity, as well as the role of marketing and communication.
There will also be a workshop on the art of briefing and well as a comprehensive and
interactive session on risk assessment and crisis management. Other topics include community
engagement, environment and climate, citizen science and the Antarctic Ambassadors program.
The intensive 2 ½ -day program provides field staff with ample opportunity to network, discuss
and exchange experiences with counterparts and invited experts.
Please note that the program depends on speaker availability and is subject to change.
More information will be shared with AECO and IAATO member operators in due course.

Recycling in Ushuaia
Responsible waste management is business-as-usual for IAATO operators who are encouraged
to seek recycling providers when disposing of their waste. For operators using port facilities in
Ushuaia, SeaGreen Recycling is currently the only option.
A not-for-profit initiative operated by Sealand Ship Agents and Suppliers, participating ship
operators will be allocated 10 cubic meter containers to collect cardboard, paper, plastic
bottles and glass placed alongside the vessel at port calls. Materials are further separated,
compacted and packed for shipping in the SeaGreen Recycling yard and transported to
Buenos Aires by truck for processing at the end of the season. One truck is used for each type
of material for recycling.
Pooling the materials reduces the freight costs between Ushuaia and Buenos Aires and fees are
shared between the pool of clients taking part in the program. On arrival in Buenos Aires, the
processing centre will issue a proportional reimbursement to SeaGreen based on the amount
recycled along with a chart detailing the materials processed. The chart is shared with all
participating clients and the proceeds donated to a local NGO supporting environmental
stewardship.
For more information click here or contact Sealand Ship Agents.

Biosecurity Detector Dog Programme
for South Atlantic
The Government of South Georgia & the South Sandwich Islands is pleased to announce an
extended biosecurity detector dog programme. This follows a successful pilot programme,
where specially trained dogs were deployed on vessels bound for South Georgia tasked with
detecting rats and mice. By ensuring there were no stowaway rodents on board, or among
cargo, the dog team effectively made
sure that no rodents could re-invade
South Georgia.
This next phase of the project will see
the return of dog handlers Megan Vick
and Erin Jackson, with veteran rodent
detector dog
Samurai and newcomer Pipit, a young
springer spaniel who will remain in the
Falklands as part of a long-term
biosecurity detector dog programme.
Pipit has shown great promise in her
early training. She is named after the
South Georgia Pipit; a small songbird
found nowhere else on earth, and whose
numbers are recovering in the absence
of rats on South Georgia.
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This next phase of the project is in
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collaboration with the Falkland Islands
Government, where the dogs’ amazing sense of smell will be put to good use to detect
biosecurity risks entering the Falkland Islands, and to prevent rodents from being accidentally
moved around the Falklands to rodent-free areas in cargo or as stowaways on vessels. The
extended programme aims to identify a suitable long-term solution to provide a Falklandsbased biosecurity detector dog programme which will have wide reaching environmental
benefits for both South Georgia and the Falkland Islands.
We are delighted to be working once again with Working Dogs for Conservation (WD4C), a US
based organisation experienced in delivering conservation dog programmes around the world.
The project is being supported by the South Georgia Heritage Trust (SGHT), Friends of South
Georgia Island (FOSGI) and the RSPB.

Whale Watching Handbook
This Handbook is designed to support managers, regulators, operators and anyone interested
in whale watching. It is a flexible and evolving tool incorporating international best practice,
educational resources and a summary of the latest, relevant scientific information.
Content has been drafted and sourced in consultation with IWC and CMS affiliated scientists
and managers from around the world, and is reviewed each year at the meeting of the
Scientific Committee of the International Whaling Commission. Find it here

Field Staff Assessment results
The IAATO field staff assessment has been designed to ensure all staff read the FOM; and in
particular the seasonally-changing guidelines from the Antarctic Treaty. Whilst no doubt there
is scope for further improvements, with is our collective way we can demonstrate to Permitting
Authorities and the wider world that all operations are being informed by Internationally
required, current and relevant information.
2,413 staff and vessel crew are now registered in the database
4,570 assessments have been taken for the coming season so far (includes the practice option)
1,335 staff and vessel crew passed at least one of the exams. The split for the platforms
is as follows:
Pen/SG for Guides:
Pen/SG for ELs:
Ross Sea for Guides:
Ship Officers/Crew:
No IAATO employer:

890
206
36
199
4

Not yet taken the Online Assessment?
Have a look through our Helpful Hints guide to help
you through the process.

In the news…
Antarctic ecosystems under threat from invasive
flightless midge, scientists warn
Non-biting ‘decomposer’ species impacting soil composition and releasing large amounts of
nitrogen in vulnerable region
Independent

Why Antarctica Needs More Advocates
Understanding the impacts of climate change on Antarctica has become more important
than ever as these changes unfold. It’s a matter of critical importance for the world and for
the continent itself.
Travel Pulse

Image request: Sei whale and southern
right whales in the Falklands/Malvinas

Falklands Conservation is beginning a new
two-year research project, investigating
the occurrence of sei whales
(Balaenoptera borealis) and southern
right whales (Eubalaena australis) around
the Falkland Islands. This Darwin Plusfunded project will build on work already
carried out in 2017 and 2018, which has
resulted in over 200 sei whales and over
20 southern right whales being photocatalogued.
The Darwin Plus project will incorporate
boat surveys between January and
August in both 2019 and 2020, which will
include photo-identification, faecal
sampling, genetic work and hopefully
some suction cup tagging. Three acoustic
devices have also been placed on the
seabed to record the calls of baleen
whales over a two year period.
How can you help? HappyWhale is a
Falklands Conservation project partner in
the Darwin Plus project and will be
coordinating images of sei whales and
southern right whales from across the
Southern Ocean. By comparing your
images with those taken in the Falklands,
we hope to understand more about the
seasonal ranges of individual animals, their
migrations and behaviour. If you have
taken photographs of these species then
please consider submitting them to
HappyWhale or to Falklands Conservation
(whales@conservation.org.fk) to help
scientists learn more about them.
You can also follow our Facebook project
page at: https://www.facebook.com/
FalklandsWhale
*Please check with your employer that you are permitted to share images!

Quiz time!
Answers for the last Quiz...
Within what timeframe should organisers and operators report on the conduct of their activities
in Antarctica to the appropriate national authority in accordance with national laws and
procedures? Three months
How many people passed the IAATO online assessment in August this year? 75
Who fell into a crevasse on Christmas Day in 1911 on his 44th birthday (and survived)?
Bill Lashly, during the the Terra Nova Expedition 1910-13.
What is Emile Marco Palma’s connection to the white continent?
He was born there (January 1979)
Complete the sentence: Antarctica’s Wilkes Land is named after the person who…
discovered Antarctica was a continent
(Wilkes Land is named after Lieutenant Charles Wilkes (later a Rear Admiral), the American
explorer who commanded the 1838–42 US Exploring Expedition.
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IAATO is a member organization founded in 1991 to advocate and promote the practice of
safe and environmentally responsible private-sector travel to the Antarctic.

